
fashion sports accessories





Waterproof zipper with Special film

With high gloss, functional metal zipper is 22/23 autumn and winter focus, used as the front zipper or local movable parts, use TPU film 
to provide decorative glossy add color for zipper, while maintaining the waterproof zipper.



Gradient Neon

Gradient is very hot in the clothing design in recent years, virtual network red, the virtual world is a new fashion trend, this is also true 
style, on behalf of the color for the gradient neon color, gradient element used in zipper, strengthen the effect of personality style.



Striped Zipper

Code with design is still focused on 22/23 autumn and winter, FENDI and K - WAY joint series stripe code with zipper again to return to 
the public line of sight, high saturated colour collocation of the classic stripe design, style can be done on the contracted design, 
with zipper overall fashion ornament.



Reflective Strap

With fashion and functional reflective article decoration used in zipper unilateral, contrast, used for decorative zipper pocket or do, 
can not only improve visibility, and can play a linear adornment.



Decorative Taping

Through hot strip for seamless integration of zippers and garment body, to the design of hot glue to join the graphics, text, or use hot 
glue the color of the ornament such as design, as well as increase the local details with high density waterproof functional line 
decoration.



Waterproof Letter Zipper

Waterproof zipper utilization rate is higher in the outdoor clothing, 22/23 autumn and winter in addition to pay attention to functional, 
pay more attention to the design, LOGO design with letter of waterproof zipper, used for placket, joining together in large area, both 
open and close work function, give zipper more fashion sense.



Two-colored Zipper

As DIY creations, optional combination the zipper different color together is a good idea, monochromatic bump color zipper teeth 
bring clothes fun added more creative at the same time.


